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Pose Estimation methods
Parametric Eigenspace
(Murase et al., 1995)
linear regression
(Okatani et al., 2000)
kernel CCA
(Melzer et al., 2003)
SV regression
(Ando et al., 2005)
Manifold learning
(Rothganger et al., 2006)
(Lowe, 2004)
(Ferrari et al., 2006)






Determining pose of an object
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not robust to clutter 3
Idea: Embedding Information
Difficult …
Adding additional information tracks to 
images
Easy!
InfoI f InfoI f InfoI fInfoI f
Estimating the information track
Uchida et al., ICPR2006/ICDAR2007














BPLP (Back Projection for Lost Pixels, Amano and Sato 2002)
•Restoring an image damaged by occlusion
•Learning the image
•Estimating the pixel values
original damaged resorted



















•Parameter part (information track)
Estimating
•Restoring as an occluded area from a 
























Also, these are sine curves that are 
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Non-linear equation for estimation





































































































36 5 5 900 252 7.76 0.833 0.724
36 7 7 1764 337 5.86 0.692 0.490













D: Dimensionality of Eigenspace
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should be carefully 
chosen !
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errors for few images 
are so small !
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Pose estimation with global appearance of an object
Linear equation for estimation
Experimental results




Implementation  of kernelized method
More experiments with real images
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